Federal Party SA
FPSA is a new political party, against imperialism, the common enemy of most
peoples, because imperialism does not respect others' self-determination. All
languages have Left (liberal, multicultural) and Right (conservative, uni-cultural)
sides. Currently, the Democratic Imperialist system favors only the Left or only the
Right at a time. Before 1994, black & white Right imperialism was the problem.
Currently black & white Left imperialism is the problem. The Left and the Right
have different functions. If both are not considered, in a balanced way, a system
does not function effectively for its peoples. The Left control mostly media,
marketing, importing, selling etc. in the urban areas. The Right control mostly
manufacturing, farming, food production, security etc. in rural areas. A well
functioning democracy will assure the dignity of the Left in multilingual, mostly
urban areas and the Right in uni-lingual mostly rural areas. Switzerland countered
imperialism like that.
Real self-determination implies decentralizing governance maximally, with the
smallest possible cabinet, whilst respecting the Constitution of SA. Then, money
use will also be decentralized and benefits for the Left and Right will realize.
The most important function of central governance is defending the whole SA
nation, with one effective Federal Defence/Police Force, against imperialist
foreigners and SA citizens, allying themselves with the imperialist foreigners,
against fellow citizens. Such a defence must be based on a set of universal laws, all
SA groups agree to, as applicable to the whole SA. Drugs, for example, is relevant.
Reference can be made to the Opium Wars of China, to comprehend why one
Federal Defence/Police Force must function, against foreigners who want to
dominate imperialistically.
FPSA must be funded by voters, because imperialist foreign large corporations,
supporting central governance, do not fund real self-determination politics in SA.
FPSA needs councillors in as many as possible wards and municipalities for the
local elections of 2021.
The proposal in FPSA is to arrange self-determination for the Left and the Right of
each language in multilingual, mostly urban, and uni-lingual, mostly rural areas.
For more information, visit https://federalpartysa.github.io.

